CAMP On Order  
October 9, 2020 – March 23, 2021

TITLE = 'Adis zaman [microform].  
IMPRINT = Addis Ababa : Printed by the Directorate of Army and Stationary Services, [1941]-  
DESCRIPT = Daily, Sept. 11, 2000-  
NOTE = Published by: Māstāwaqiyya Ministar, <Feb. 9, 1967>  
NOTE = In Amharic.  
OCLC # = 49345601  
HOLDINGS = MF-2841 CAMP (44 reels) Jun 7, 1941-sep. 9, 1973 (Genbot 30, 1933-Pagume 4, 1965).  
NOTE = Sent 35 reels (Jan 2010-Feb 2017) for filming 01-27-2021.  

CAMP Recently Cataloged (includes Title VI)  
October 9, 2020 – March 23, 2021

CALL # = MF-19247 r.1-11.  
TITLE = Anambra State of Nigeria government documents, Awka, Nigeria.  
NOTE = Collection of miscellaneous government documents issued by Nigeria's Anambra State published primarily in Awka, Nigeria, 1970-1999. Topics include economics, finance, education, housing, rural development, social conditions, industries, and laws,  
OCLC # = 1226088431.  

CALL # = MF-19263 r.1  
TITLE = The breeze.  
IMPRINT = [Roma, Lesotho] : Varsity Breeze, [2009]-  
DESCRIPT = Biweekly.  
NOTE = In English, with occasional articles in Sesotho.  
OCLC # = 1242990555.  
CALL # = MF-19243 r.1-19
TITLE = Le cernéen.
IMPRINT = Port-Louis : Imprimé par Printers and Publishers Ltd.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sunday).
DESCRIPT = Began in 1832.
NOTE = Chiefly in French; some English.
NOTE = Microfilm. 1962-1979:[Gaps] [Chicago, Ill.]: Microfilmed for Cooperative Africana Materials Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Backstage Library Works, Bethlehem, Pa., 2019-2020. 19 microfilm reels; 9 cm, 35 mm.
OCLC # = 1231558850.
HOLDINGS = MF-19243 r.1-19. 1962-1979:[Gaps]

CALL # = MF-18963.
TITLE = Construire l'Afrique.
IMPRINT = Dakar, Sénégal : Altervision.
DESCRIPT = Semimonthly, <2006->
NOTE = Microfilm. no.81-82 ([1999?]) Chicago, IL: Microfilmed for Cooperative Africana Materials Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Backstage Library Works, Bethlehem, Pa., 2017. On 1 microfilm reel with other items; 9 cm, 35 mm. Sahel newspapers.
OCLC # = 1038279840.
HOLDINGS = MF-18963 r.1 CAMP no.81-82 (1999?).

CALL # = MF-19256 r.1
TITLE = Family mirror: the paper for the family.
IMPRINT = Maseru, Lesotho: Family Mirror, 2007-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 1241980961.
HOLDINGS = MF-19256 r.1 Jul 24-31, Jul 10, Aug 7-Dec 4, Dec 18, 2007; Mar 3,17,Apr 11, 2008.

CALL # = MF-19245 r.1-21
TITLE = H-metro.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Saturday-Sunday).

OCLC # = 1232008665.


CALL # = MF-19256 MF- r.1

TITLE = Her heroes 'n heroines.

IMPRINT = [Maseru] : Her Heroes 'n Heroines.

NOTE = In English and Sotho.


OCLC # = 1241980962.


OCLC # = 1232233403.


NOTE = Chiefly in Sotho; some also in English.

NOTE = Microfilm. v.1-6/7 (July 2-Sept.4,1993):[Gaps] [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Cooperative Africana Materials Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Backstage Library Works, Bethlehem, Pa., 2020. On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 9 cm, 35 mm. [Lesotho newspapers].
OCLC # = 1241980964.
HOLDINGS = MF-19256 r.1  v.1, no.1-6/7 (Jul 2-Sep 4, 1993).

CALL # = MF-19263 r.1
TITLE = Moqolotsi.
IMPRINT = Maseru, Lesotho : The Media Institute of Lesotho.
DESCRIPT = Began with nomoro 0001 (Tsitoe 1997).
NOTE = In Sotho with some English, 1997-1998; chiefly in English, 1999-

OCLC # = 1242990477.
HOLDINGS = MF-19263 r.1  no.1-7 (Dec 1997-Jun/Jul 1998); no.10 (Jan 1, 1999); no.2-5 (May-Aug 2000); new ser. no.1-4 (Nov 2002-May/Sep 2003); new ser. v.2A, no.3 (Sep 2004/Mar 2005); new ser. v.2, no.3 (Sep-Dec 2006); new ser. v.3, no.3 (Aug/Oct 2007); new ser. v.4, no.1-2 (Jan-Sep 2009); new ser. v.5, no.1 (Jan/Dec 2012).

CALL # = MF-19256 r.1
TITLE = Motjoli's review.
IMPRINT = Maseru : Motjoli's Review, 2005-
DESCRIPT = Quarterly.
DESCRIPT = Began with volume 1, number 1 (20 February 2005).

OCLC # = 1241980963.
HOLDINGS = MF-19256 r.1  v.1, no.1-v.2, no.4 (Feb/Apr 2005-Oct/Dec 2006).

CALL # = MF-19256
TITLE = Nonyana.
IMPRINT = Maseru, Lesotho : Nonyana Publication.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with volume 1, no. 1 (10 Mphalane 2001);
NOTE = Articles in Sotho, advertisements in English.

OCLC # = 1241980966.

CALL # = MF-19256 r.1
TITLE = The spectator.
IMPRINT = Maseru, Lesotho : The Spectator, 2005-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 1241980965.

CALL # = MF-19263 r.1
TITLE = Varsity breeze.
DESCRIPT = Biweekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with 1st issue (23 Sept./07 Oct. 2008); ceased with 19th issue (7 Jul./4 Aug. 2009).
NOTE = In English, with occasional words and phrases in Sesotho.
OCLC # = 1242990478.

CALL # = MF-19248
TITLE = The voice of free democrats.
IMPRINT = Maseru : The Voice, 2007-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with volume 1, no. 01 (05 December 2007).
NOTE = In English and Sotho.
OCLC # = 1233208292.
HOLDINGS = MF-19248 r.2 Jan 7/14-Nov 10/17, 2009.
CALL # = MF-19263 r.1
TITLE = Watchdog.
IMPRINT = Maseru, Lesotho : Watchdog Communications.
DESCRIPT = Biweekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with: Vol. 1, issue no. 1 (July 20, 2006).
OCLC # = 1242990577.

CAMP Recently Digitized
October 9, 2020 – March 23, 2021

AUTHOR = Conti Rossini, Carlo, 1872-1949, author.
TITLE = Grammatica elementare della lingua etiopica / Carlo Conti Rossini.
OCLC # = 1230503329.

AUTHOR = Dom, Paul, 1885- , author.
TITLE = Les Jésuites belges et les missions / par le P. Paul Dom.
OCLC # = 1236104044.

TITLE = Historical botanical illustrations preserved at East African Herbarium in Nairobi, Kenya.
NOTE = Collection of over 1500 plant species illustrations dating back to 1929 held by East African Herbarium in Nairobi, Kenya, and digitized by them, 2018-2019.
OCLC # = 1229095058.

TITLE = The sun.
NOTE = In English with columns in Afrikaans.
OCLC # = 1224118712.